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ENG 100 Information Literacy Quiz C - Sections 3 and 53

Time Limit: 50 Minutes
Points: Questions 1-10 (5 points each); Question 11 (50 points)
For questions 1-10, only answers recorded on your Scantron sheet will be marked. No extra time will be given to copy answers onto the Scantron sheet.
Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement.

People in the Gulf region and Kuwait in particular have been fishing for centuries. One of the tools known to them and the one which is still widely used is the fishing net or qarqour as it locally known.
This particular tool has been the favorite for the obvious reasons; easy to set up, cost-effective, and doesn’t  demand much time nor effort. Because it is so practical for fishermen, it is not unusual for one fisherman to have more than 150 fishing nets. "Conscientious" fishermen nowadays use modern equipment such as the Global Positioning System known commonly as GPS, which directs them to the right areas where big fish are in abundance. Those fishermen use fishing nets, the size of which is recommended locally and internationally. But some fishermen either due to negligence or ignorance use small sized fishing nets to catch more fish including smaller fish with little disregard to the necessity of protecting the small fishes. Worse still, others after they set up a number of fishing nets here and there, they suddenly lose the GPS grids, which basically and simply mean a mass graveyard for the different types of fish. It is now more expedient that ever that each fisherman should have a log-in sheet so that our water doesn’t become overcrowded by fishing nets.
"Fishing nets hazardous to the fish resources," Al Watan Daily 20 Feb 2009. 28 Feb 2009 http://alwatandaily.alwatan.com.kw/Default.aspx?MgDid=726678&pageId=473>

	1.	Which paragraph below best paraphrases the ideas expressed in the passage above?
A.
Certain types of net fishing that are being used in Kuwait have become a concern of a staff writer for the Al-Watan Daily.  The main complaints are the use of small nets and the places where some less ecologically-minded fisherman harvest their catch. The writer suggests the use of regulation-size nets to protect small fish and the creation and use of a “log-in sheet” to avoid over-fishing. 
B.
According to the Al Watan Daily, there is a problem with the methods of net fishing in Kuwait.  Some fishermen use fishing nets, the size of which is recommended locally and internationally, and this means a mass graveyard for the different types of fish.  The reporter stated that log-in sheets would help to avoid overcrowded areas of the Gulf.


Paraphrase: 
Myrrh is well known and liked by traditional Arabian healers and, up to the present day, is one of the most recommended herbs in Arabia.  Myrrh is great for healing mucous membranes, including in the throat, mouth, stomach, sinuses, colon, and more. Myrrh may be used both internally and externally.  Internally it can reduce blood cholesterol, help to detoxify the blood, and help get rid of digestive upsets. Externally, it can be used as a compress to help people who suffer with arthritis and rheumatism. Athletes can use myrrh in order to soothe their aching muscles after strenuous workouts.
Ponzo, Mia. "Myrrh helps fight variety of infections, inflammations," Arab Times 16 Oct 2008. Health. 21 Feb 2009 <http://www.arabtimesonline.com/>
	2.	Which paragraph below best paraphrases the ideas expressed in the passage above?
A.
Writer Mia Ponzo explains the value of the herb myrrh to many people in Arabia. She further describes the treatment benefits of myrrh on various types of health problems, both internal and external.
B.
According to Mia Ponzo, in her article about myrrh, this herb may be helpful in treating blood cholesterol, detoxifying the blood, and soothing athletes aching muscles.
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	3.	The page above is an example of a ___.
A.
literature review
C.
bibliography
B.
search engine
D.
journal


Andrews, Mabel L. V. "Reminiscences of My Return to Medical Work." Journal of the Medical Women's Federation. 43:3 (July 1961) 126-127.

	4.	The reference above indicates the article “Reminiscences of My Return to Medical Work” is a ___.
A.
secondary source
B.
primary source


     In an influential article, Terrace, Petitto, Sanders, and Bever (1979) argued that the apes in language experiments were not using language spontaneously but were merely imitating their trainers, responding to conscious or unconscious cues. Terrace and his colleagues at Columbia University had trained a chimpanzee, Nim, in American Sign Language, so their skepticism about the apes’ abilities received much attention. In fact, funding for ape language research was sharply reduced following publication of their 1979 article “Can an Ape Create a Sentence?”

	5.	The paragraph above is an example of a ___.
A.
search engine
C.
literature review
B.
bibliography
D.
journal
 
Matching
Match each definition with a word from the list. Each word may be used only once.

A.
cite
D.
plagiarism
B.
keyword
E.
thesaurus
C.
peer review


	6.	a dictionary of synonyms and antonyms

	7.	using someone's words or ideas as if they were your own 

	8.	evaluation of a person's work or performance by a group of people in the same occupation, profession, or industry

	9.	a significant or memorable word or term in the title, abstract, or text of an article or book

	10.	to make reference to the source of information or of a quoted passage 

Written Response
	11.	In a well organized paragraph, explain why the concepts of plagiarism and information literacy are important. Be sure first to define both terms.
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Answer Section

MULTIPLE CHOICE

	1.	ANS:	A
A, not B.  Paraphrase B joins two pieces of information and creates incorrect information.

PTS:	5

	2.	ANS:	A
A, not B.  In B, some details are named and others are not.

PTS:	5

	3.	ANS:	C	PTS:	5

	4.	ANS:	B	PTS:	5

	5.	ANS:	C	PTS:	5

MATCHING

	6.	ANS:	E	PTS:	5

	7.	ANS:	D	PTS:	5

	8.	ANS:	C	PTS:	5

	9.	ANS:	B	PTS:	5

	10.	ANS:	A	PTS:	5

ESSAY

	11.	ANS:	
XXXXX

PTS:	50

